
Generating Electricity:

This requires a changing magnetic field around a conductor. You can move the conductor in the magnetic field, or 
you can move the magnetic field or you can strengthen/weaken the magnetic field.

Most commonly we rotate the conductor in the B field. 

Flux (magnetic flux): the flow of magnetic field lines through an area 

Faraday's Law: An EMF (voltage) is generated any time a flux is changed. The faster you change the flux
The greater the EMF produced.

Whatever Fb is created must oppose the  in order to conserve energy. Otherwise you will get infinite energy out.
Faraday's Law for a linear conductor:

Faraday's Law and Lenz's Law
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For linear conductors, which end becomes positive?

The faster the flux changes the greater the potential difference generated

Emf is a maximum when  is a maximum

 is a maximum when  is a minimum

Lenz's Law:  this is the negative in Faraday's Law it states that the induced Emf must oppose the change in 
flux that created it.

Generator frequency: the faster an armature rotates the smaller t is and larger the Emf generated. This 

means the armature has higher frequency and t could replaced with 
_________ f.
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Generator frequency: the faster an armature rotates the smaller t is and larger the Emf generated. This 

means the armature has higher frequency and t could replaced with 
_________ f.

The main effect of Lenz's Law is that any induced (created) EMF by changing a magnetic flux will cause a 
current to flow that opposes the initial change.

Determine the pole labelled X in the magnet below:

What is the solenoid' s response to an oncoming south pole?

What direction is the current through the resistor?
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Three ways to induce EMF

Change the magnetic field (B)1)

Rotate a coil or magnet  (A)2)
Change the shape of the coil3)

The EMF in a Linear Conductor:
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